
Week 7 lecture 14

Principles of tomographic methods, PET, SPECT, CT (Computer Tomography)
/Yair Dan Meiry (YairMeiry@gmail.com)

These tomography methods are a personal favorite with the department as far as SCTs 
and finals. It's easy to find past papers that feature open essay questions about the above 
(including four essay questions in 2011 2nd SCT). As long as you understand the 
principles at work, memorize at least one isotope that can be employed with a given 
method, and the difference between functional and anatomical imaging method – you're 
golden. Also, I reviewed SPECT along with Gamma Camera in “week 6 lecture 12” 
document, thus I will not be reviewing it here. 
Anatomical vs functional – This is quite the important concept to understand, and alsop 
super easy. Some methods show us “how something looks” like a planar X ray (regular 
X ray) and an MRI or a CT image. Other things show us “how something works” like a 
gamma camera, SPECT or PET. The difference is that the functional imaging methods 
use specific radiopharmacons (biologically relevant molecules paired with radioactive 
isotopes that can be traced) that are absorbed in a specific mechanism/organ on the body, 
showing us how it functions, and give us virtually zero information about what happens 
outside that specific event. So now you know the difference. 
CT Computer Tomography (Slide #3) – If you check out the picture in lecture slide #3 
showing a guy lying down while his junk is being radiated basically shows us how CT 
works. You have radiation sources and detectors, in between those you have the imaged 
object. These radiation sources and detectors can revolve around a circle collecting 
information from different angles. 
Lets consider lecture slide #5 showing different objects divided to squares (those squares 
are called voxels) now I can project a radiation source in every row and every column. 
Consider projecting the x axis with radiation, it will show you there is a dense spot in 
every row of each one of those objects, they will all look the same. Now if you add the y 
axis objects A and B will look the same while in object C I will be able to point out the 
dense segments are in voxels 2 and four, because when I projected the y axis on the first 
column I measured no density. So what will I do about objects A and B, which appear to 
be the same according to my measurements, but I know are different. Simply you add a 
radiation direction, like show in slide #6. In that way you will be able to tell the 
difference between object A and B, that is what CT does, also shown in the image on the 
next page, taken from “The Scientist and Engineer's Guide toDigital Signal Processing”
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It's shown here above that radiation applied from different orientations can resolve 
voxels' density deep within an object with relative accuracy. 
The relationship between resolution and radiation dose – this is also an important 
relationship to understand which I didn't see explained in the lecture slides so i'm going 
to cover it here. 
The more resolution I have in my image the better the quality of it will be. Lets consider 
a computer screen comparing pixels to voxels. When the amount of voxels is greater, 
meaning I divide the subject to smaller voxels, I get better resolution, which makes 
sense. But because I need to radiate every axis of voxels to obtain information about 
them, the more voxels I have the more radiation I need to apply on the subject. 
According to the CT imaging needs I can determine the size of the voxels with each CT 
imaging, controlling the resolution I need and the radiation I project on my subject.
Basically the better the resolution – the more radiation dose is applied. (linear 
relationship)
This ratio between voxel size and resolution is mentioned on slide #8, but with no 
mention of its relationship to radiation dose applied.



Measuring the respective densities of voxels in an axis (slide #7) – this simply means 
that an object like object A in slide #5 can be radiated from axis x and y and the density 
of that column or row can be calculated by the equation I axis=I 0 e−( D1+D2) this equations 
simply means that : the intensity of light coming out on the other side of the row or 
column (I axis) equals to the initial intensity (I0) times the exponent to the power of the 
density of all the voxels on that axis. 
Being that equations are not always easily understood, i'll attach a question about CT 
that came up in a final in 2010: (you can skip this if you don't want to go through it, it's 
not necessary; you may skip to next underlined headline and return to this when you 
intend on going through question solving before the SCT/Final)

The attenuation coefficient of the white cells is 0 mm-1.
The attenuation coefficient of the grey cells is 0,1 mm-1. 
The attenuation coefficient of the black cells is 0,2 mm-1.
The side of each square is 1mm.

o Calculate the density of each column and row.
o What is the D which will exhibit the greater light intensity? Explain.
o Which row/columns exhibit the same light intensity?
o Which one of D2 and D4 will exhibit the greater light intensity? Explain. 
o The intensity of a light beam is 1000 unit. What would be these intensities for D2 and  

D1? 

C1 C2 C3

R1 D4 

R2 D5

R3 D6

D1 D2 D3

Lets solve it!

Calculate the density of each column and row.

\using the formula, only they are not asking us to calculate the intensities (I axis or I0), they simply 
want to know the added densities. The density equals the attenuation coefficient multiplied by the 
distance, we know that the distance for all the voxels is 1 so it will not change the value when 
multiplied with the attenuation coefficient, so we'll just address the attenuation coefficient itself when 
we calculate.
1st row features 1 white cell, 1 gray cell and one back cell; 
added up they are 0 + 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.3 | 2nd row 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 = 0.4 | 3rd row 0 + 0 + 0.2 = 0.2
1st column 0 + 0 + 0.1 = 0.1 |  2nd column 0.1 + 0.1 + 0 = 0.2 | 3rd column 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2 = 0.6
What is the D which will exhibit the greater light intensity? Explain.



The D (density) which exhibits the greater light intensity is the row or column that absorbs the least 
amount of radiation, allowing more light to pass through and exit on the other side, which would result 
in higher intensity. That would be the 1st column which only absorbs at 0.1

Which row/columns exhibit the same light intensity?

The columns and rows that exhibit the same light intensities are 3rd row and 2nd column, both exhibit 
attenuation @ 0.2.

Which one of D2 and D4 will exhibit the greater light intensity? Explain

D2 relates to the 2nd column and D4 related to the 1st row. Their attenuation is @ 0.2 and 0.3, 
respectively. The greater light intensity, we mentioned, is when the least light is absorbed, less light is 
absorbed by 0.2 than 0.3, so the greater light intensity will be measure at the end of D4, 2nd column.

The intensity of a light beam is 1000 unit. What would be these intensities for D2 and D1?

All we need to do is plug it in the equation I =I 0 e−μ x where we know the attenuation coefficient for 
each cell type, the distance (x) for all is 1mm, and the I0 initial intensity is 1000 unit.
For D2 (2nd column) I =1000∗e0.2∗1 ; For D1 (1st column) I =1000∗e0.1∗1

Done! Hope you've found this helpful, lets move on...

Basic CT attenuation (Slide #10) – CT utilizes X rays in the range of 120-140KeV, not 
enough for pair production (1.02MeV); We are also told 85% of the attenuation is 
absorbed in Compton effect (a photon that loses its energy in a series of interactions) and 
15% as Photoeffect (a photon that loses its entire energy in one interaction).

The attenuation of CT's X rays can occur as absorption of the entire photon energy, or 
scattering of the photon direction. Both situations would prevent the photon from getting 
to its respective detector on the other end, either by scattering it sideways and away from 
it or by absorbing it, thus both are considered attenuation mechanisms.

What does the attenuation depend on? (Slide #11-12) we can see a seemingly 
complicated formula, I, myself, wouldn't bother remembering it, only understanding that 
it mainly depends on the atomic number (Z) which is raised to the 3rd power in this 
equation Z n ;n=3 ; which means that it has the dominant impact on the attenuation of 
radiation. Basically the more protons are in the element the more it will absorb the 
radiation, as shown in the table on slide #12.



Some use of contrast material in CT is employed, when substances of high atomic 
number (Z) are injected or ingested by the patient (I Iodine; Br Barium) and provide a 
more crisp difference between the areas which are saturated with I, or Br than their 
surrounding tissues. (as indicated in slide #13)

How do we measure densities of different tissues in CT? (Slide #14) like any other 
measurement there is a unit for it – the Hounsfield (HU). Each substance in the human 
body has a range of HU units we can expect it to demonstrate, some values are shown in 
the table on slide #14. the higher the HU the more that particular substance attenuates 
(absorbs) radiation in CT imaging.

Slides #15-18 shows us the evolution of CT machines, nowadays most are either 
operating on the principle shown in slide #17 or #18; In these CT imaging techniques 
the detector and the radiation source revolve around the patient across from one another 
as he/she is lying on a surface. and move up and down the surface the patient is lying on 
Spiral CT is a CT scan in which both the detector and radiation source, and the surface 
the patient is lying on are moving one towards the other, shortening the imaging time 
considerably. (slide #21)

CT is an anatomical imaging method, used to see how something looks. Some say it can 
arguably be addressed as a functional imaging device with properly applied contrast 
material that can be traced through the patient, but I wouldn't answer CT as “functional” 
if I were asked. 

Gamma camera (discussed in document labeled “week 6 lecture 12”)

PET Positron Emission Tomography  (Slide #30 – end of presentation) – PET, as 
indicated by its name, uses positrons, Beta positive radiation, which we already learned 
about. We already learned that beta positive radiation (positrons) are colliding with 
nearby electrons and annihilate, causing two Gamma rays outgoing in opposite 
directions. PET uses those very same gamma photons to construct a functional image.

Consider injecting a subject with a radiopharmacon (a biologically relevant molecule 
paired with a radioactive isotope); that radiopharmacon emits beta positive radiation 
(positrons). That radiopharmacon migrates to an area specific to its activities and is 
absorbed or processed there, where it constantly emits Beta positive radiation (positrons) 
that turn into opposite gamma photons in its immediate vicinity. Now I can read the 
gamma rays coming out in 360 degrees around the patient and pinpoint the location of 
the decaying radiopharmacon, showing us a functional image of what is going on in that 
particular organ/area in the body.



Producing a beta positive emitting isotopes – The beta positive emitting isotopes, as you 
can imagine, much like any radiation source we inject in a subject, would ideally decay 
quickly in the patient's body. That way we can get a PET image and then the effects 
would wear off quickly thereafter. So these isotopes injected have a short half life, a long 
half life would constitute a patient walking around radiating from within for possible 
days (this may be cool, but it's not something we want; Ask the people in Fukushima)
These beta positive emitting isotopes are very unstable isotopes and require special 
preparation in a cyclotron. We should consider that being that we want to manufacture 
short half life isotopes for PET imaging, we want our PET imaging facility to be closeby 
to the cyclotron, so these isotopes could be prepared on demand and quickly transported 
to the facility of PET imaging.

PET imaging from A to Z – So we have a subject whose doctor issued a PET scan for, 
and has shitloads of money to afford it. We prepare the radiopharmacon that is 
associated with the organ/process we want to examin. Lets say we want to track his 
glucose metabolism using the radiopharmacon FDG18 . we have it prepared and 
transported to our PET facility, and injected to the patient, which is now lying on the 
examination surface. Surrounding him is a “ring” of scintillation detectors (which were 
covered also in the gamma camera overview  labeled “week 6 lecture 12”). This ring of 
scintillation detectors moves down the examination surface and is placed over the region 
of imaging in the body of the subject which is by now happily emitting gamma rays in 
opposite directions.
The detectors are all around the patient, and by cross referencing the different incoming 
gamma rays detected and their time of detection - the PET method can calculate the 
origin of radiation, and generate a functional image. Done. 
Now the guy has much less money and much more radiation – PET successful!

You should grasp and understanding of the cons and pros of PET shown in slide #40.

Commonly used radiopharmacons (slide #41) – I always recommend people make a 
point and remember an isotope that can be used in each method. Surely enough the 2nd 

SCT in 2011 featured a question regarding whether or nor C11 can be used to measure 
glucose metabolism in PET. Which means you both need to know those two isotopes 
that are used in PET in these examples ( F18 & C11 ) and what they are used for 
(image construction of glucose metabolism & protein synthesis, respectively), as 
indicated in said slide #41.

Slide #44 and #45 show how PET scan can be combined with a CT scan to generate a 
multipurpose functional & anatomical mapping. (also shown nicely in slide #52)



One last perk, just to hit home the point of functional vs anatomical imaging methods – 
lets take a look at this nice table:

Anatomical imaging methods Functional imaging methods
Planar X ray (regular X ray)

CT
MRI

Gamma Camera
SPECT

PET

One last time – a functional imaging method shows is how something works, while an 
anatomical imaging method shows us how something looks.

Minimal requirement questions

minimals #59-60; 94-95 were reviewed in this document. 
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